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Simple dishes with few ingredients make it an easy task to incorporate healthier consuming into your way
of life in a lasting way.Quick and Tasty Plant Based Dishes for EveryoneReal, delicious food that everyone
from vegans to meat eaters will enjoy. When we eat well in the long-term, our health is dramatically
impacted for the better.
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Great and simple cookbooks that both vegetarians and carnivores will ..? Great and simple cookbooks that
both vegetarians and carnivores will love. I like the entire layout of the publication. Ms. Hofmann breaks the
reserve into the types of Dressings & Sauces, Dips & Not only are the quality recipes delicious & I like how
Ms. Hofmann included images for whether or not a particular recipe was raw, considered super fast, what
nutrition it included and what her meal suggestions were. This is actually the hardest section of clean eating
and Angie supplied great quality recipes for still addressing have a treat while staying healthy! My favorite
recipes are the fiesta quinoa salad, the carrot ginger soup and the cashew cream in the banana parfait.
Additionally it is helpful to be reminded of the foods that you don’t necessarily need to buy organic and also
what the most common GMO grown foods are. I cannot await the weather to get cooler so I can make her
Cream of Broccoli Soup. Plant based dishes even the carnivore will like YUMMMMMMMMM! That is all
that I must state about Angie Hofmann's recipes.I recommend this publication to all people that want to
cook, to those just trying to learn, and to all the carnivores out there that know they need to eat more
veggies. I will point out that I consider myself to be a "meatatarian", meaning that I really am not a fan of
fruits and vegetables. On my quest to obtain healthier, I am trying new issues. This cookbook has dishes
from vegans to meats eaters that you can't wait to try out on your family and friends. I recommend the
Banana Cream Pie. This cookbook is sectioned off into easy to follow chapters. I've already started trying
out different things. I am frequently intimidated by the recipes in cookbooks, but Chef Angie not merely
gives us the quality recipes, she provides us shopping lists, equipment recommendations, and other
equipment and ideas of the trade. Okay, not really, nonetheless it is delicious.? Go ahead try some of these
wonderful quality recipes and understand that you are consuming healthy for YOU food. Hofmann’s
experiences lend character to introductions of every chapter’s concentrate (soups, quinoa dishes, etc) which
made each fun to learn through. The writer also includes advice on how best to best eat organic as virtually
as possible, with a straightforward look of which produce is specifically vital that you buy organic and why,
that i really appreciated. Simple Healthy Delights Simple Healthy Delights is a great set of recipes for dishes
that use more fresh vegetables for healthy, basic and often fast and easy meals. It’s easy to use, offers
helpful info about which foods to be careful with in terms of gmo’s, those it’s def good to buy organic, info
on kitchen equipment, and also a good deal of nutrient info. She really received me over by providing sweet
treats with alternate sweeteners to help cut out sugars! Not very often to I find a cookbook that will grab my
interest, but that one did. Yummy healthy recipes for meat eaters or vegans!. You can find so many nice
tasting recipes here you won't know the place to start! This ecookbook offers been amazing. The best
chapter may be the one on warm soup. Several examples will be the Creamy Carrot Herb Soup, Cream of
Broccoli Soup and Cream of Celery Soup. How about an excellent dip or pass on? I would recommend
anyone who is definitely into the new transition of eating healthy to support this awesome book. You may
even start to lose some excess weight using these recipes!. Sounds yummy if you ask me, a good issue for
me personally this is a wholesome dip instead of excess fat loaded dips I purchase in the store. Great recipes
for those with dietary challenges! I am so grateful to have found this. Unfortunately, recently my husband
was diagnosed with Celiac Disease, which threw a wrench directly into how I prepare food for my family.
I’m constantly looking for quality recipes that will allow me to cook healthy foods for my family, without
losing taste and feeling like something is lacking. This cookbook is a great option for people with meals
sensitivities. There are a lot of great recipes alongside recommendations of brands of foods, a list of
nutrients and what each perform for the body, what foods you need to eat more of and avoid, and even some
meal tips for leftovers! I would suggest this book for everybody looking to switch or maintain their healthful
eating. Clean eater or not, this is beneficial information and yummy quality recipes! Great small recipe book
that I'm going to be keeping handy for healthy, simple meals. Angie goes far beyond to help filtration
system through and simplify how exactly to eat clean. This publication goes above providing dishes, it is a
handy reference for navigating the clean consuming lifestyle. She provides purchasing lists, reduces how to

look for create and decipher between organic and GMO generate, offers some of her personal encounter and
opinions on brands and apparatus and then provides breakdowns for each recipe regarding the nutrients and
why they are important. The dressings I’ve tried are simple and easy to make and delicious. Angie provides
us the correct tools, aka grocery list, to help us achieve success while making her dishes. The book
providing recipes that aren't only gluten free but vegan aswell. I highly recommend this book even though
you aren't seeking to be 100% clean consuming. This is an impressive informative cookbook. Yum! Just
what a wonderful find! Actually looking towards trying a few of the sizzling soups when the elements cools
off! Was such an excellent hit for my friend and I that evening and we could actually pack the others for
lunch on our hike the next day! Basic Healthy Delights by Angelika Hofmann is an excellent addition to
anyone’s kitchen. How will you pass up Banana "Cream" Pie and Glorious Nut Fudge? I discover this book
ideal for any age, since it is easy to check out. The new ingredients it promotes simply allows you to
experience healthier by reading it; and know you are healthier by consuming it. Overall, not a poor specialty
cookbook! I understand this is a book I'll refer back again to often. I actually loved the easy to learn layout I
loved the easy to learn design, the healthy tips and gorocery list for each recipe. I really like the breakdown
of health benefits the Angie included to let us know just how to have the most nourishment and ease of
digestion with certain elements. The very best part concerning this book may be the simple quality recipes
and the totally delicious taste of the meals. What?!. Health food doesn't have to taste like cardboard?. We’m
Italian and an enormous foodie so naturally one of my favorite hobbies is certainly cooking and baking! She
offers us nutrient details, all while reminding us that she actually is not a medical expert but a prepare who
has discovered a lot from her many years of cooking. I took a few of Angie’s great suggestions concerning
how I possibly could use alternative substances in with the cashew cream and I have produced some
delicious alternatives that my children is loving. I would recommend this to anyone looking to incorporate
even more a healthful lifestyle. Such an amazing book! For me personally it really helped me learn . If you
are searching for healthy quality recipes you have found the right cookbook!. This amazing book! For me
personally it really helped me learn not only great rescipes, but how to shop. It’s not the same as the
complicated recipe books out there, and sticks to the foundation of health and value of meals. Carrot Cashew
Dip? An easy task to follow delicious recipes. These dishes and the data that Angie shares are great for any
diet. Spreads, Quinoa Dishes, Vegetables, Warm Soups, Chilled Natural Soups, Cucumber Salads, and Raw
Sweets. healthy Angie has compiled plenty of useful information that was helpful for a novice like myself.
Lots of useful guidance in relation to nutrients, a convenient shopping list & details on organic & GMO's. I
also like this each recipe listed the nutrient content & guidance on suggested meal ideas.! healthy way.
Loved the quinoa salad Loved the quinoa salad ! Not only was this book full of tasty recipes, but advice and
hints to find better quality, balanced diet. Definitely a must buy. I love this cookbook I really like this
cookbook!?I personally love quinoa and also have been looking for new quality recipes and her dishes
include variations that work with a rice cooker, which makes them even simpler to produce. I was thrilled to
get healthy recipe ideas, but I had no idea I’d be getting some education too. It also offers a quick system to
find which recipes are “super fast” and those are raw dishes. Truly simple yet delicious. I finally experience
confident in cooking food meals from scratch I finally experience confident in food preparation through
these dishes and guidelines! Would thoroughly recommend this as a good addition to possess in your kitchen
if you are interested in cooking in a wholesome & A fantastic addition to anyone’s kitchen. I under no
circumstances knew veggies could flavor so good! Yummy Healthy Recipes Few cookbooks pull me in just
by the name alone but Simple Healthy Delights did that.This book is crucial have if you're looking to eat
healthier. The reserve is easy to follow with fresh healthy ingredients. As someone that has to consume
healthier (uncontrolled Diabetes) I would suggest it to anyone struggling to find healthier ways to enhance
their diet.
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